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Abstract

When discards data are included in fish stock assessments, it is generally assumed that al1 discarded
animals die. However, there are fisheries in which a significant fraction of discards are able to survive. This
case can be treated with a simple extension of the usual analytical mode1 of exploited populations, enabling
Virtual Population Analysis (VPA) to be used for parameter estimation. The paper examines the effects on
estimates obtained by VPA when discards are allowed to survive, and validates a procedure for deriving
partial fishing mortalities in multiple-fieet fishenes where discarding and survival rates are fleet specific.
Keywords: Stock assessment, discards, Virtual Population Analysis, multiple-fleet fisheries.
Prise en compte de lu survie des rejets dans les évaluations de stocks.

Résumé

Lorsque les évaluations de stocks halieutiques prennent en compte l'existence de rejets, on considère
généralement que tous les animaux rejetés meurent. II existe toutefois des pêcheries dans lesquelles
une proportion significative des rejets peut survivre. Une modification simple du modèle analytique usuel
permet de traiter ces cas particuliers, en préservant la possibilité d'estimer les paramètres à l'aide d'analyses
de cohortes. Les effets de la prise en compte d'une survie des rejets sur les estimations d'effectifs et de
mortalités par pêche sont examinés dans cet article. On précise aussi la procédure à suivre pour estimer les
mortalités par pêche partielles pour les pêcheries dans lesquelles les taux de rejets et de survie different
selon les flottilles.
Mots-clés : Évaluations de stocks, rejets, analyses de cohortes, pêcheries multi-métiers.

INTRODUCTION
Discarding is a pervasive feature of many fisheries
throughout the world. A global review (Alverson et al.,
1994) indicates that an average of about 27 million
tonnes of manne species are discarded each year
in commercial fisheries worldwide, amounting to
nearly one third of the annual landings of 83 million
tonnes reported to FAO. Disposa1 of fish after
capture may be due to a mix of operational (hold
Aqunt. Living Resour. ISSN 0990-7740/961031$ 4.0010 IFREMER-Gauthier-Villars

or processing capacity), economic (lack or glut of
market, high-grading) or legal (minimum landing size,
quotas or trip limits) reasons (CEC, 1992; Gillis
et al., 1995). The root cause, however, is the lack
of selectivity of fishing gears or operations, both
within and among species, notably in trawl fisheries
(Murawski, 1993). Apart from the ethical issues
("wastage of scarce resources"), discarding poses a
number of problems for assessment and management
of fisheries. When based on landings only rather
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than on total catches, estimates of fishing mortality,
stock abundance or productivity can be seriously
biased (Anon., 1986), with the additional difficulty
that the bias is variable whenever discarding rates
are size specific or depend on year class strength.
Including discards in assessments is critical for proper
evaluations of technical interactions in mixed fisheries,
of multispecies interactions, and of ecosystem effects
of fishing (Anon., 1992). Since fishermen are generally
reluctant to report the amounts discarded, there is a
large extra cost involved in obtaining representative
discards data besides the landings estimates, by
recourse to on-board observers or research vessels
surveys.
It is generally considered that none or very few
of the discarded animals survive when returned
to the sea. This is probably a valid assumption
for most finfish species taken by trawl-like gears,
although signifiant rates of survival of discarded
fish (notably flatfish) may be observed in some
fisheries (Neilson et ul., 1989 ; Williams et al., 1989 ;
Hill and Wassenberg, 1990; van Beek et ul., 1990;
Berghahn et al., 1992). Several crustacean species
(crabs, lobsters) are relatively robust and are likely
to survive in large proportions when discarded,
notably those caught in pot fisheries (Stevens, 1990).
Even for the more fragile Norway lobster (Nephrop.~
nowegicus), experiments on discards in the Bay of
Biscay trawl fishery showed average survival rates of
30% (Gueguen and Charuau, 1975), and this estimate
has been used in ICES assessments (Anon., 1980;
1990). An extreme case is that of the Florida stone
crab fishery where only the claws above legal size are
retained and the body must be returned to the sea;
yet, up to 50% of the amputated animals are able to
survive and regenerate their claws (Restrepo, 1992).
Several bivalve molluscs such as scallops are also
likely to survive discarding unless severely damaged.
The factors usually recognized to affect the survival
of discards are the species and size, depth of capture,
gear type, tow duration, volume and composition of
the catch, method of sorting and handling, season,
air temperature (Ricker, 1976 ; van Beek et al., 1989 ;
Wassenberg and Hill, 1989).
There are thus cases for which appropriate
assessrnent models must be used, that account for
some survival of the discards. This paper elaborates
on an extension of the conventional age-structured
model previously proposed by R. Jones (Anon., 1980).
The effects of survival of discards on the estimates
of stock number and fishing mortality at age (or
length) obtained by Virtual Population Analysis (VPA,
see e.g. Megrey, 1989 for a review of this method)
are examined. A particular attention is paid to the
derivation of partial fishing mortalities for multiplefleet fisheries in which discarding and survival rates
differ among fleets. Implications for assessments are
also discussed.

The model
The following notation will be used:

i = age or length class

Ci = catch in number
Li = landings in nurnber
Pi = Iii/Ci = proportion landed, O 5 Pi 5 1
Di= discards in number = Ci ( 1 - Ili)
Si = survival rate of discards, O 5 Si 5 1
K i= removal/catch ratio, O 5 Ki 5 1
Ni = population size in number
Mi = instantaneous rate of natural mortality

Fi= instantaneous rate of "nominal" (catch related)
fishing mortality
Single j e e t jishery
Suppose that Ci animals of age-group or lengthclass i are caught, of which a proportion Pz are
landed. Of the Di = Ci ( 1 - Pz)animals discarded, a
proportion Si are assumed to survive. The net removal
Ri from the stock is thus given by:

Removal is equal to catch ( K i = 1) when al1 the
catch is landed (Pi = 1) or when al1 discards die
( S i = O), as assumed in most assessments.
To account for the survival of discards, the
conventional model for the exploited population can
be expressed as (after dropping the subscript i that
applies to al1 parameters) :

The total mortality rate Z now includes a correction
for survival of part of the catch. The correction factor
K applied to the "nominal" fishing mortality F is the
same as the ratio between removal and catch. Over
a time step At, the population of age i individuals
subject to exploitation decreases exponentially as :

N

~ =+jvi e~- [ ~~f , +K,]
~ , at = N a. e - ~ at
.
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The corresponding catch equation is :

R 2., f = Ki, Ci,j =
or, in the form used for backwards calculations in
VPA :

Note that two different notions of fishing mortality
are used in [4] or [4']. The term F in the numerator in
the right hand side is the "nominal" fishing mortality
related to catch, whereas the total mortality Z in the
exponential and in the denominator is the combination
of natural mortality M and of a "corrected" fishing
mortality ( K x F ) . The two notions are reconciled
when removals are considered :

Thus, if removals rather than catches are used as
input to VPA, the usual algorithms can be used to solve
this equation and provide corrected fishing mortality
estimates (i.e., Ki x Fi). However, for simulations that
imply changes in the discarding ratios (e.g. changes
of minimum landing size), it is preferable to handle
the correction factors and the nominal F's explicitly,
which implies that the F's given by VPA based on
removals be back-transformed to nominal F's.

Multiple fleet jïshery
Complications occur when the fishery is operated
by a variety of fieets or "métiers" in which discarding
ratios and survival rates of discards differ (e.g. trawl
vs. hand lines). Not only do we need a special form of
the simulation model, but also we need to amend the
VPA procedure to estimate the fleet-specific fishing
mortalities. In this instance, the total mortality rate on
group i can be expressed as:

zi

= Mi

+ C [Fi, ( 1 - Si,f ( 1 - Pi, f ) ) ]
+ C [Fi,fKi,,]

zi

[81

respectively, the sums of which across fleets being
noted Ci,* =
4, and Ri,* = Ri, f .
f
f
When there is no survival of discards (al1 K's are
unity), VPA based on total catches Ci,. provides the
total fishing mortality E';,., which can be split in
proportion to the catch number by fleet to estimate the
partial fishing mortalities by fleet under the assumption
that al1 fleets encounter the same mean number of
group i fish during the time interval At, i.e.:

C

Things are not as straightforward when discards
survive since the catch equation is non-linear with
respect to the total mortality rate Z , which combines
corrected F's involving variable correction factors.
So, there is no direct relationship between partial F's,
partial catches, and total F's obtained by solving the
catch equation using total catch. The only case for
which a simplification can be presumed is when the
K's are equal across fleets, but this situation would be
exceptional in practice. A multivariate minimization
method seems to be required to solve the system
of equations [7] given the catch of each fleet and
the survivors at the next age or size. This was the
approach used in the extension of length-based VPA
and simulation software known in some ICES Working
Croups as MSFL (Anon., 1990; Mesnil and Shepherd,
1990).
However, a further exploration of the problem led
to a much simpler solution. If net removals (eq. [8])
rather than catches are considered, then al1 fishing
mortalities are consistently corrected F's. An ordinary
VPA algorithm can then be used to solve the equation
for total removals of group i:

whereby the estimated total fishing mortality Fi,* can
be shown to be the sum of the corrected F's, i.e. :

f

= Mi

Ki, f Fi, f Ni ( 1 - c-'%At)

[6I

f

where f is the fleets' subscript.
The catch and removal by each fleet are given by:

As will become clearer from the second example, a
further advantage of this approach is that it allows the
derivation of the partial corrected fishing mortalities
proportional to the removals by each fleet, as:

Ri,f
(Fi, K i y f )= Fi,* Ri,*
A
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Table 1. - Single fleet fishery. Input data corre\ponding to a single
cohort.
Age

Number
caught C

Table 2. - Cornparison of VPA estimateî of fi\hing mortalities and
stock size\ at age depending on whether \urvival of dixards is
accounted for (removal\, right columnc) or not (catche\, left column\).
.21 is a\surned to be 0.2 per year at al1 ages in both ca\es.

Proportion Rate of
Correction Numer
landed 1'
survival S factor K removed II
VPA ha\ed on C a t ~ h e \C
Age

This provides the same simple relationships between
removals (corrected catches) and corrected F's as
we had between catches and F's in the absence of
survival, even though the correcting factors differ by
fleet.
As in the single-fleet case, if we are interested in
fonvard predictions that suppose changes in the rates
of discarding, we must revert to nominal J"s. The
latter can be obtained simply by dividing the corrected
partial F's by the relevant correcting factor K i , f for
each fleet or, alternatively, from :

Examples
Single Jeet jïshery
The first example illustrates how estimates obtained
by VPA are changed when the survival of discards is
taken into account. For simplicity, a single cohort is
considered with annual data by age. The input data are
given in Table 1, which shows the catch, proportion
landed and survival rate (assumed a constant 30%) at
each age. The correction factors K and net removals
at each age were computed according to equation [Il.
The fishing mortalities and populations numbers at
age estimated by VPA based on catches are shown in
Table 2, and can be compared with the results obtained
when VPA is based on removals.
Obviously, there is no difference in estimates for
ages 8-10, which are al1 landed, but results start
to diverge as VPA proceeds backwards from age 7
to age 2. Accounting for the survival of discards
translates into a reduction in the estimated fishing
mortalities. One can check that the corrected F's in
the fourth column are the nominal F's from the second
column multiplied by the age-specific K's. Since al1
K's are less than or equal to unity, the corrected
F's are necessarily smaller or unchanged compared to
nominal F's. This result is rather obvious: if some
fish are taken and then returned alive to the sea, this is
equivalent to them not being taken at al], and the actual

Nominal k'

Stock s i x

VPA baied on Removal\ R
('orrected F

Stock size

fishing mortality must be smaller than if they were
effectively killed. In VPA generally, smaller fishing
mortalities are associated with larger stock size. This
is not the case here: the estimated stock numbers
at age (fifth column) are also reduced. This is not
simply due to the way VPA works (lower F's for the
same survivors giving smaller numbers at the start of
the year). The reason is that surviving discards may
contribute several times to the catch and, therefore, a
given catch can be realized from a smaller stock.

Multiple j e e t jshery
This example serves to illustrate the derivation of
partial fishing mortalities by fleet when discarding and
survival rates are fleet specific. For that purpose, it is
sufficient to just consider a single age group. Catch
data were generated artificially with the parameters
given in Table 3. The total mortality accounting for
survival (eq. [6]) is Z = 1.378, giving 2521 survivors
out of the initial population of 10000 individuals.
If we suppose that the age considered is the oldest
one at which discarding takes place, and that fish of
subsequent ages are al1 landed, then the number of
survivors of this age provided by VPA as it proceeds
backwards is not affected by errors due to discarding
and survival being accounted for or not (like age 7 in
the previous example).
If we use an ordinary VPA algorithm to solve
equation [IO] with the number of survivors Ni+i
given above and total removals Ri,.of 6393, we
get the right estimates of 10000 for the initial number
and of 1.178 for the sum of fishing mortalities Fi,..
Considering fleet 2 for example, the estimated partial
fishing mortality based on partial removal (eq. [12]) is:
(1.178 x 2 767.6/6393.0) = 0.510, which is the right
corrected F for this fleet. The uncorrected F obtained
with equation [13] is: (1.178 x 3 256/6 393) = 0.60
and is also exact.
If, instead, we solve the normal catch equation by
ordinary VPA, given a total catch of 7055 and the
same number of survivors, the initial population size
Aquat. Living Reiour., Vol. 9, no 3 - 1996
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Table 3. - Multiple-fleet fishery. Artificial data for a single age group. Stock number at start= 10000; M=0.2.
-

Fleet

-

-

Proportion
landed P

Rate of
survival S

-

Corection
factor K

estimate is 10708 and the total fishing mortality is
1.246, which is not even the sum of nominal &"S. For
fleet 2 again, the partial fishing mortality based on the
ratio of catches is estimated to be 0.575. With this
procedure, al1 estimates are in error and there is no
obvious way of relating them with the exact figures.
Ordinary VPA gets confused because it considers a
single notion for fishing mortality, whereas equation
[7], which was used to generate the catch data, uses
corrected (in L ) and uncorrected F's.

DISCUSSION
Although the usual assumption that al1 discards
die after release may hold true for a majority of
fisheries, notably when roundfish are concerned, thcre
are instances in which an appreciable proportion of the
discarded animals may survive. In order to deal with
such cases, assessment methods must be expanded to
account for survival of discards, or at least to test how
significant its effects are in view of the generally large
noise and variability in the discards data. This paper
shows that this can easily be achieved with a simple
modification of the standard model for age- or lengthstructured populations, as previously suggested by
R. Jones. To some extent, this contradicts Restrepo's
view (1992), that this model is not applicable when
discards survive.
A major advantage of this approach is that it
preserves the ability to estimate the parameters of
the model by ordinary VPA, provided that removals
rather than catches are used as input, and that care is
taken of the nature of the estimated fishing mortalities
(corrected F's). The main objective of this paper was
to examine how VPA results are altered when survival
of discarded fish is taken into account. As expected,
this results in lower fishing mortalities, since fewer fish
are effectively killed. Perhaps more counter-intuitive
is the finding that this also results in smaller estimates
of the population number and biomass for the ages
concemed. In Restrepo's words (Ibid.), the resource
is partly "reusable" when some of the discards are
allowed to survive, and can provide the same catches
from a smaller initial size.
These effects were demonstrated on a single cohort,
but would be similar when full arrays of data by
age and year are analysed by VPA. In particular, the
time series of recruitments and biomasses would take
Aquat. Living Resour., Vol. 9, no 3
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Nominal

F

Correctcd
J'

Number
caught C

Number
removed R

lower absolute values and, since the correction factors
K are bound to Vary from year to year, primarily
because discarding ratios Vary, the perception of their
relative changes through time may be altered as well.
What is unclear, however, is how the VPA tuiiing
procedures (Pope and Shepherd, 1985) need to be
modified when the model's equations include discards
survival. If removals are used as input then, for the
sake of consistency, removals per unit effort should
also be used as tuning data in procedures involving
catches per unit effort. This may creatc a problem for
al1 methods in which it is assumed that catchability
remains constant through a period of years. For each
tuning fleet f and year y, these methods would use
a relationship like :

where E is the fishing effort and y the catchability
coefficient. The number of parameters is reduced by
supposing that the latter is constant with respect to y,
i.e. fishing efficiency and selectivity are stable. But if
K varies from year to year, for reasons stated above,
then the apparent catchability (the product K x y)
measured by the ratio between removals per unit
effort and population number in each year cannot
be constant. Since the correction factors are known,
it is possible to revert to catchability q alone, but the
computer program has to be amended accordingly.
Besides the possibility of using ordinary VPA,
another clear advantage of the approach presented
here is to make it straightfonvard to derive the
partial fishing mortalities for multiple-fleet fisheries
where discarding and survival rates are fleet specific,
based on the ratio between partial and total
removals. The implementation of this procedure in
a multiple-species, multiple-fleet length-based VPA
and simulation software typically involving 15-20
species and fleets, and up to 100 length classes has
resulted in a huge improvement in runtime compared
to previous pseudo-Newton multivariate algorithms. It
became possible to use it on portable computers when
these were much slower than they are now.
It should be kept in mind, however, that VPA
estimates based on removals are what we called
corrected fishing mortalities, and an important aspect
of this paper is to clarify this point. Thus, if these
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estimates are input in forward predictions, typically
using equations [3] or [6] and [4] or [7], care should
be taken of not applying the correction again. It is
probably safer to revert to nominal J"s first, and to
predict catches from which landings and removals can
be derived easily. For simulations that involve changes
in the landing ratios, and therefore imply different
correction factors, a conversion to nominal I."s is
necessary at some stage anyway. This conversion was
shown to be simple, using catch-to-removal ratios
(eq. 1131).
In view of the divcrsity of possible options
for simulations, this paper does not attempt to
examine the effects of the survival of discards on
predictions of catches and biomasses. Since lower
estimates of fishing mortalities go along with reduced
stock numbcrs, it is likely that some compensation
occurs and that there are small differenccs in the
catches or landings predicted in the short-term under
moderate dcpartures from status quo fishing mortality.

Predicted biomasses would be smaller in absolute
value but relative changes should be similar if
constant discarding and survival rates are assumed.
Allowing the discards to survive was shown to be
equivalent to applying lower fishing mortalities, and
the effects on long-term simulations should be similar
to those of reducing fishing effort, or of improving
the exploitation patterns if the discards are essentially
composed of young fish. In the same vein, if rnany
young discarded fish survive, there are Icss gains to be
expected from an increase in mesh-size, which may
not be as urgently rieeded. In terms of management,
measures to improve the survival of released fish
(if feasible and effective) might be traded against
the always unpopular mesh sizc increases. Howcvcr,
the results presented in this paper indicate that thc
conservation effects of such measures are achieved by
removing the fish at a larger size and making better
use of recruitment for a given effort, rather than by
increasing the exploitable biomass.
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